Summary: The paper centers on the question of how widespread was the impact of the lively discussion of housing and household reform during the Weimar Republic. Therefore the focus is on the experiences of working-class women. Against the background of material conditions in proletarian households, it analyzes which norms and standards concretely shaped working women's everyday housework in the urban working-class milieu in the 1920s, and how these norms and standards arose. The paper demonstrates the substantial reservations and resistance with which even better-off working women approached all efforts at rationalizing their housework in the 1920s. They wanted better living conditions and new household appliances, but the vast majority could not afford both. The specific norms and standards against which a "good" housewife was measured, norms and standards which corresponded more to the "old" model of the "economical, clean and tidy" housewife, also blocked acceptance, however.
We women may surely take pride in how quickly great improvements have been made in the field of household rationalization. But if we pose the question to what extent the blessings of household rationalization have benefitted the broad masses, the answer to which is essential for judging the significance of all innovations in this arena, we do not have so much to be proud of. The circles of society to which the new ideas have penetrated thus far are still extremely narrow, and far too few women have any inclination to apply these principles in their own homes. 1 In March 1929, this critical assessment appeared under the heading "Rationalization in Workers' Households" in the Hamburger Echo, a regional daily of the German Social Democratic Party (SPD). In the final years of the Weimar Republic, Social Democratic newspapers and journals increasingly lamented the failure of efforts at household rational-
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it was no longer enough for housework to conform to the standards of social hygiene and to be performed with the greatest of thrift and efficiency under conditions of scarce material resources. They now expected housewives to regard their households as "efficiently-managed home businesses" run according to the principles of scientific management. Their chief objective should be to save time and energy in the household. A "scientifically based", more "rational" way of working was the main recommendation to help them achieve this goal. All household tasks were to be thought through and planned from the perspective of labor efficiency and economics, and home furnishings were to be "cleared out" and modernized along functional lines. The purchase of labor-and time-saving small and large kitchen appliances as well as modern household technology was only a secondary recommendation. After all, most proponents of household rationalization realized that only a small portion of households could afford such purchases. The time and labor women saved in this way should be spent on the physical and mental well-being of their families. Women were urged above all to devote more attention to the care and upbringing of their children. This shift of emphasis, it was argued, corresponded to the changing demands society made on women's work for household and family. Thus Neuzeitliche Haiiswirtschaftslehre [Modern Home Economics], which was published in 1928 for home economics instruction by Erna Meyer, the most important German propagandist of household rationalization, stated:
Tlie training of our wives and mothers [is] of crucial importance for the future of our people as a whole [. . .] Only very slowly is recognition spreading that only in the efficiently managed home business can woman truly fulfill her appointed duty. After all, only such rationalization can prevent her sinking into the role of a put-upon Cinderella, and only through it can woman once again, despite the daily-growing struggle for existence, become what she once was: the preserver and inspirer of spiritual values -and the healthy reconstruction of our society is intimately bound up with this. Under today's circumstances, only when the full significance of the economic principle takes hold for consumption as it has for production, and when we help to realize it in the areas of health care, clothing, nutrition, housing and [household] management, will it be possible to save housewives and mothers time and physical labor, which is an.urgent precondition for the fulfillment of their true duty and thus for the perpetuation of the strength and health of the nation. 8 (emphasis in the original)
Bourgeois women proponents of household rationalization like Erna Meyer thus regarded it primarily as a means to what they considered the necessary "modernization" and "professionalization" of household and family work. Their main concern was to stabilize, as a pillar of the Of "Old" and "New" Housewives 309 existing system, the institution of the family, which they believed to be in the grip of a dangerous "crisis". 9 At the same time they also hoped to achieve greater social recognition for housework.
The Social Democratic women advocates of household rationalization pursued farther-reaching goals. They regarded the "rationalized individual household" as a first step on the road to an all-encompassing reform of housing conditions and of the household by means of "cooperative communal households". By this they meant a centralization of all significant aspects of housekeeping, which would free "proletarian housewives" from most of their onerous labor. They saw household rationalization as a means of quickly reducing the burdens of housework for the individual working-class woman, so that she might not only better combine paid employment with her domestic and familial duties, but also have time for a social life. Demands for individual housing and household reform, which centered on suggestions for "clearing out" and "modernizing" existing furnishings, were supplemented by support for cooperative and municipal "institutions to supplement housing" as preliminary stages on the road to the long-term goal of "cooperative communal households": laundry rooms and cafeterias, nursery schools, kindergartens and after-school facilities, youth and community centers as well as playgrounds, sports facilities and parks were to be established in sufficient numbers in all city neighborhoods.
10
Many Social Democratic women functionaries, but more especially representatives of the bourgeois women's movement, had high hopes for the campaign "to reform how we live" and "rationalize housework", and they were bolstered by a broad front of mainly male "modernizers: architects and urban planners, industrialists and union leaders, population and social policymakers".
11 During the Weimar Republic, however, the 9 See Marie Baum, Familienfilrsorge (Karlsruhe, 1927) do not intend to analyze the intensive public discussions around housing and household reform. This discourse within the context of an emerging mass consumer society has been discussed at length in the historiography.
12 Nor do I wish to examine (once again) the multitude of private initiatives and public measures in support of the ideas of household rationalization. 13 What interests me most here is [a research desideratum]: the widespread effect of the discourse, particularly the power of the new model of the housewife to shape norms. Against the background of material conditions in proletarian households, I would like to investigate which norms and standards concretely shaped working women's 14 everyday housework in the 1920s, and how these norms and standards arose. My objective is to explore the possibilities for and limits to the propagated household rationalization in the everyday lives of working-class women.
15
These questions can only be fruitfully addressed in the context of a regionally limited, stratum-and milieu-specific case study. I will thus focus on the better-off Social Democratic working-class milieu in Hamburg. In the 1920s, the second largest German city was the most important trade and service center in the country as well as the most important industrial site in northern Germany. Between 1919 and 1933 17 Ibid., pp. 109ff. and 594ff. In 1929, the women's organization of the Hamburg SPD even founded their own housewives' organization, in cooperation with the local branch of the "Arbeiterwohlfahrt" and the local consumer cooperative. The "Hauswirtschaftlichen Vereinigung", as it was called, was intended to represent the "interests of the housewives of the .working population". This organization, the first of its kind in Germany, was Of "Old" and "New" Housewives 311 Together with leading representatives of the bourgeois women's associations organized in the Municipal Federation of Hamburg Women's Associations, leading women functionaries in the Hamburg SPD saw to it that in the 1920s Hamburg was one of the cities where the notion of household rationalization was conveyed relatively early to broad social strata of girls and women through elementary schools, vocational schools, adult education, municipal welfare services for pregnant women, infants and toddlers and home visitors.
18
Accounts of personal experience are one of the few precise and relatively reliable sources for an analysis of everyday housework.
19 Contemporary household advice manuals, like the tips in women's magazines and retail advertising brochures, can only tell us about the norms and standards of housework that were being propagated. For this reason, the main sources for the study, which rests on my broader research on the everyday life and social conduct of urban working women in the Weimar Republic, 20 Working-Class Women 1890 -1940 (Oxford and New York, 1984 Ellen Ross, Love and Toil. Motherhood in Outcast London 1870 -1918 (Oxford and New York, 1993 
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In working-class households, daily housework encompassed diverse tasks. The four most important functions were feeding the family, producing and maintaining clothing and linens, cleaning the home, and tending to the physical and, at the same time, psychological well-being of family members. The extent of housework depended upon a number of factors: alongside income level and housing situation, family size and composition and stage in the family cycle were particularly important. Hence it is impossible to analyze everyday housework in the working-class household and I shall limit myself to the example of one better-off working-class household. An account by Agnes A. (born 1898), the daughter of a Social Democratic skilled worker who told me her life story in a series of interviews, giving detailed descriptions of the working and living conditions in her parents' home and in her own family, will form the centerpiece of my investigation.
22 I have chosen this example for two reasons. Firstly, the better-off urban working class in the Weimar Republic, with its relatively secure living conditions and correspondingly stronger orientation towards upward mobility, was among those groups of workers who were relatively open to social and economic rationalization efforts as the expression of an "up-to-date and rational" way of living and working, and one may thus expect them also to have been more inclined than other segments of the working class to respond positively to the idea of household rationalization. Secondly, the way in which Agnes A. describes her life, implicitly and explicitly comparing the living and working conditions in her parents' home with those in her own family, makes visible existing generational differences. The younger generation of the better-off working class, who started families in the 1920s and 1930s, represented the first generation of workers who, given a stable income, sought to achieve "modern" ways of living and consumption. 23 Using the example, which I will introduce in more detail shortly, I will first describe the regularly recurring, particularly laborand time-intensive household chores, then analyze how girls learned these domestic tasks and the norms and standards associated with them and, finally, reflect upon the limits of rationalization in the working-class household.
An average working-class family working-class families. Franz H. (born 1865), a skilled cabinet-maker, had relatively steady work as a piano-maker until his retirement and, in comparison to other workers, and according to his daughter's estimate, earned a good wage in the 1920s. Frieda H. (born 1870) had been in domestic service before her marriage. Her husband insisted that, as "his" wife, she give up all employment outside the home, for, like many skilled workers, he associated this with his masculine status as "breadwinner". For Franz H., this patriarchal attitude was by no means incompatible with his activities in the SPD and the Free Trade Unions. Frieda H. was only allowed to boost the family income by taking in lodgers. Because the weekly household money that her husband gave her was never enough, in times of hardship she not only rented out the smallest room of their four-room 60 sq. m. courtyard flat, but also regularly worked secretly as a cleaning woman. This open secret, one she shared with many neighborhood women, was a secret only to her own husband, who did not want to know.
24
For Frieda H., who was also a member of the SPD, family planning and birth control were important means of regulating her own workload as well as the family's standard of living. Having a small number of children not only substantially reduced the necessary house and family work, but also gave women more financial leeway with the same family income. For this reason, women from the better-off working class began to limit family size relatively early, and their example was followed by other working-class women. This was reflected in the development of birth-rates, which had been sinking drastically since the end of the nineteenth century, particularly in the large cities.
25
Like many working-class daughters, Agnes A. and Paula R. lived with their parents until they married. After elementary school, both attended a commercial school and began to work as office clerks. Their mother had supported her daughters' desires for occupational training and mobil-
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Karen Hagemann ity against the will of their father. 26 The girls were also strengthened in their resolve by the Socialist Worker Youth of which they had long been members. In 1920, Agnes A. married and left her parents' home. Shortly before the birth of her son in February 1921, however, she separated from her husband and moved back home. Her mother took care of the baby while she worked, and in return she contributed part of her earnings to the family upkeep. In 1925 Agnes A. remarried. With her second husband, a construction worker, and her son she moved to a smaller city north of Hamburg and until 1933 the two of them ran a regional youth center together. Her second child was born in 1926 and a third in 1928. Her sister Paula R. only left home after her marriage in 1928.
Viewed against the background of my research on the Alltagsgeschichte (history of everyday life) 27 of the Hamburg working class, the chosen example of the H. family seems to me in many respects typical, not only of the Social Democratic milieu but of a large segment of better-off working-class families in Hamburg, especially those of the older generation who were born before 1900 and married during the Wilhelmine period. To be sure, at the end of the Weimar Republic about one-fifth of all apartments were new, having been built after 1919. Despite this intensive construction of public housing, however, most working-class families, like the H. family, continued to live in older districts. They could not afford the high rents on the new apartments, which were on average 44 per cent higher than comparably-sized older flats. Most lived in so-called small or middle-sized apartments. According to the national housing census of 1927, 36 per cent of all flats in the city were small apartments of one to three rooms, including the kitchen and tiny nonheatable store-or bedrooms. Fifty-seven per cent were middle-sized with four to six rooms, although two-thirds of these had only four rooms. of 1 or 1.3 persons per room, as in the case of the H. family, was not unusual. Twenty-five per cent of all Hamburg apartments were considered "densely occupied" or "overcrowded" by the 1927 national housing census, i.e. they were inhabited by more than one person per room.
28
The terrible shortage of cheap small and middle-sized flats in the 1920s, particularly in large cities, meant that many working-class families had to make do with extremely crowded living conditions. Their apartments were also frequently run-down, with serious structural defects. Most had no amenities, with bathrooms a rarity in the small apartments of Hamburg's tenement districts. Few working-class households in the inter-war period could afford such technical aids 29 as electric or gas stoves, refrigerators, washing machines, water heaters or vacuum cleaners. 30 In most working-class families, all family life took place in the kitchen. The H. family also spent most of their time in the kitchen, which was the largest room in the flat, next to the parlor, which was only used on special occasions. In the small, overcrowded and run-down tenements, without amentities or appliances, housework was truly a labor of Sisyphus. 316 Karen Hagemann workload since, at least in the case of male boarders, it was customary for the housewife (for a small payment) to take over a portion of the tasks necessary for reproducing their labor power. Frieda H. also cooked and washed for her boarders. In 1927, 25 per cent of all Hamburg tenants had boarders. Of these, 19 per cent had a three-room apartment, and 68 per cent a four-to six-room apartment. Most people only shared their apartments out of financial necessity. Taking in lodgers was an expression of economic hardship and should be regarded as a widespread form of female employment. 31 Like Frieda H., many working women were compelled by insufficient family income to take up some form of paid employment. According to the national occupational census of 1925, 22 per cent of workers' wives were in full-time employment. 32 The proportion of fully-employed wives among all female employees rose continuously in the first decades of this century, in Hamburg as in Germany as a whole. According to the national occupational census, in 1907 only 9 per cent of all employed women in Hamburg were married. By 1925 the figure had risen to 16 per cent and by 1933 to 20 per cent. 33 At that period, 54 per cent of all fully-employed married working-class women in Hamburg had children. Their biggest problem was finding someone to care for them during working hours. In Hamburg, as elsewhere, there were far too few day-nurseries, kindergartens and after-school facilities. Demand far outstripped supply, and women had to seek individual solutions. As in the case of the H. family, grandmothers or other older female relatives frequently tended the small children of women in full-time employment in exchange for financial support. Not least because of their children, most working-class wives would have contributed to the family income through hourly work on the gray labor market such as sewing, cleaning and laundering or by taking on outwork. This was the form of employment they could best combine with their domestic and familial duties. Agnes A. describes in detail the scope and sequence of everyday housework, constantly comparing her mother's work to her own. In her account, recollections of daily life in her parents' home usually blend seamlessly into those of life in her own family. Her mother's housework, with which Agnes A. and her sister began to help at an early age, is viewed in retrospect as a norm-setting model for work in her own household, which she depicts as being the same. This description of everyday domestic life spanning two generations makes clear how little the household chores performed by working women changed in the first half of the twentieth century. It was not until the 1950s that household technology made significant inroads into working-class homes in the Federal Republic of Germany, bringing about a significant transformation in housework.
35 It seems to me that Agnes A.'s account is trying to express precisely this persistent sameness of housework in the workingclass milieu, which resisted all efforts at rapid modernization. At the same time, however, it also demonstrates how, slowly and over a period of many decades, the ideas of housing reform and household reform successfully won over even those women who, like Agnes A., had originally viewed them with a sceptical or negative attitude. Today she, too, sees herself as a housewife who does her work in a "modern" and "rational" way, and she depicts the housework of yesteryear from this perspective. Her account describes, with critical distance, the earlier practice of housework which -and she is conscious of this -obeyed different values and norms (which she deems "old") than her own later everyday life as a housewife. At the same time her account not only demands recognition for the hard work that her mother and she, like many other working women, had performed in the household, but also for the specific material and social conditions, and thus the specific logic of the norms and values, that underlay these achievements. In the interview she ties her changing attitude towards household reform directly to the changing conditions under which she performed housework, particularly the clear rise in living standards since the 1950s, which enabled her to purchase labor-saving household technology. From her current perspective, she views this "technological revolution" in housework as an important result of the household rationalization propagated since the 1920s.
Agnes A. begins by describing the housewife's daily routine:
My mother, and later I myself, got up very early, between 5 and 6 a.m., cleaned the cold ashes out of the stove and lit it with kindling and paper. The first thing she did was to make coffeesubstitute and sandwiches for Father. Mother also got his breakfast ready. He had to leave the house at seven, or sometimes After we were all out of the house, around 7 or 8 o'clock my mother, like most housewives, started to tidy up, airing the eiderdowns -for at least two hours -then making the beds and cleaning the apartment. First she swept all the rooms and the kitchen, then she washed the floors. She did that every day except for the two washing days and Sundays. Once or twice a week she also waxed the floors. She washed and waxed the floors on her hands and knees, reaching into every corner. We women were much more particular then than nowadays. Then she did at least a superficial dusting. The knickknacks, which we, too, had sitting around everywhere, were particularly impractical. They were real dusttraps. Once a week she gave them a thorough dusting. After doing all this the housewife had to think about shopping and cooking. We couldn't keep fresh food very well so Mother, and later I myself, had to go out shopping every morning. After shopping she had to cook. Shopping took a least an hour every day. Lunch had to be on the table between 1 and 2 o'clock when the children came home from school. After lunch the dishes from both breakfast and lunch had to be washed. This was done in the two basins that pulled out from under the kitchen table. It was quite a production. The dishes were sorted, wiped out with newspaper to clean off the bits of food, pre-rinsed, washed, rinsed again, dried and put away. And all without running warm water! We used soda instead of soap.
While we were still in school, Mother helped us with our homework after doing the dishes. We worked at the kitchen table and she sat with us, darning socks or sewing, or stood at the ironing board, all the while making sure that we did our work properly. Afterwards it was time for her to start thinking about making dinner for Father, who came home from work between 6 and 7 o'clock. He expected that she would at least cook some potatoes or vegetables fresh for him. He also wanted her to make a fuss over him after work. As long as we were in school, she also made special food for us children in the evenings, usually fried potatoes. Later, when my sister and I had jobs, we all ate a hot evening meal together. It was a great help for us both as working women that mother handled most of the housework [. . .] After dinner the dishes had to be washed again, and we helped out. Then there was more darning and sewing to be done [. . . ] * This daily routine reveals the extent to which the organization and timing of housework revolved around the husband's work schedule and the children's school or workday. Most housewives seem to have tried to accommodate their needs. In general, the man's working hours set the rhythm of family life and with it of housework. Franz H. was not the only husband who believed it his due as "chief breadwinner and head of the family" to have breakfast made before he left and a warm meal, quiet and relaxation after he came home. 37 In this ritualized division of time, and of the various tasks performed, and/or claims made, within the family household, the gender-specific and generational hierarchy in the working-class family was symbolically demonstrated anew every day and at the same time created through interaction.
Over and above these daily chores there were other household tasks that had to be accomplished on a weekly or monthly basis. Agnes A. explains:
Mondays and Tuesdays were wash-days, Wednesdays and Thursdays were for the cleaning chores that were only done once or twice a week, Thursdays and Fridays were for ironing, and on Friday evening or Saturday morning the weekend shopping was done. Saturday afternoon we took our baths, and food had to be prepared for Sunday. Then there were the chores that were done less frequently, cleaning the stairwells every two weeks, washing the windows every two to three weeks. In the spring and fall our summer or winter clothes had to be mended. From June to October we put up a lot of preserves. Before Christmas there were holiday preparations. All holidays and celebrations made a lot of extra work [. . .] Food preparation, the production and maintenance of clothing and linens, and house-cleaning took the lion's share of time in the housewife's daily and weekly routine. Food preparation for the family was the most time-consuming activity. Agnes A.'s account makes clear how much more time this took in a household without refrigerator, freezer, or gas or electric stove. It began with shopping: all perishable products had to be purchased daily in small amounts, and a good deal of time went into comparing prices. In order to buy cheaply, Frieda H., and later her daughters as well, became members of a consumer cooperative. There they did their big weekly shopping on Friday, which was pay-day. Frieda H. bought eggs and bacon as well as fruits and vegetables from small traders who every week took their carts from courtyard to courtyard, selling fresher and cheaper wares than any shop.
Shopping was very time-intensive, to be sure, but it also afforded working-class housewives many opportunities for communication. Sidewalks and courtyards, shops and markets were the central meeting-places for the community of proletarian housewives. Here they exchanged the latest news, tips and advice while they shopped. Women celebrated the big weekend shopping as a kind of public holiday, as Agnes A. recounts: Shopping on Friday evening or Saturday morning was always a little holiday alleviating the monotony of the daily round for the women of our "terrace" [a specific form of courtyard]. They all appeared at the vegetable seller's and shopkeepers' with freshly-starched and ironed, usually white aprons. If one showed up not looking so clean and neat the others considered her a slut [. . .] 320
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There they exchanged the latest news [. . .] Our courtyard was, like so many others, a village. Everybody knew everybody else, some of them were even related by blood or marriage [. . .] The visible symbol of this weekly "holiday", one that served to mark social boundaries and exclusion, was the "best apron". Through her apron, a working-class woman could demonstrate for all to see her status as a "good", i.e. a "clean and orderly" housewife. In her memories, Agnes A. emphasizes the symbolic significance of the apron, which for housewives was much more than merely a useful article of clothing: "A woman who didn't wear an apron at home was not a woman. The proper apron was, so to speak, the symbol of the housewife [. . . ] "
Alongside shopping, the proper storage of purchases, the preparation of food and washing dishes were all part of the work of feeding a family. On the whole, standards of nutrition had improved markedly, for working-class families as well, since the turn of the century. In the inter-war period a lighter, more nutritious and more diversified diet (meat, white bread, fruit, vegetables, and milk) tended to replace the heavy, hard to digest and monotonous fare of years gone by (rye bread, potatoes, legumes). In times of hardship, however, less well-off households often had to return to "poor people's food": potatoes and legumes.
38 Alongside rising living standards, another influence on dietary habits was nutritional science, the results of which were conveyed to working women in the 1920s through magazines, cookbooks, household advice manuals and home economics classes. 39 In everyday life, however, few working-class housewives will have had the leisure to devote themselves to the more elaborate culinary arts suggested there. As Agnes A. emphasizes, the preparation of nutritious but above all cheap food remained their chief concern. Diet, like all other areas of household management, was still subject to a strict regime of thrift, even in the inter-war period. The question "How can I save money in the home?" remained a central one. Hence women continued to buy as cheaply as possible, made many things themselves and recycled rather than discarded them. During the Weimar Republic, consumption had, in general, become more strongly market-oriented than it had been at the turn of the century, but even in the better-off segments of the working class Of "Old" and "New" Housewives 321 the trend towards mass consumerism was interrupted by continuing dependency on developments in the economy. Supply crises, inflation and mass unemployment also restricted the way of life of these workingclass groups to a greater or lesser degree. The primary "buffers" that allowed families to cope with income fluctuations caused by market forces were women's domestic provisions for the family, and, mainly in emergency situations, their earned income. During the entire inter-war period recourse to these traditional forms of proletarian crisis management remained part of the family "emergency economy".
40
The production and maintenance of clothing and linens took up a great deal of time. A large proportion of clothing, particularly for women and children, was sewn at home. What little clothing and linens were available had to be treated with the utmost care. Everything was constantly being altered, darned and mended. "Make new things out of old", was the operative motto. Agnes A. reports:
We made most of our own clothes. Old articles of clothing were altered and adapted to the new fashion. We did the work on our foot-pedal sewing machine [. . .] The only things we bought were Father's suit and later, our overcoats [. . .] The work I hated most was darning and knitting socks, but mending, knitting and crocheting were pretty awful too [. . .] We learned all that at school, in sewing class [. . .] Because most people had very little clothing and linen, they had to wear everything longer and it was correspondingly dirty when wash-day came around. This made cleaning a more arduous process. Washing and ironing without technical appliances to make work easier were particularly labor-and time-intensive chores and were spread out over several days. How often women washed depended mainly upon the size of the family and how much clothing was available. In general, the "big wash" was done every one to three weeks. 41 Agnes A. recalls:
My mother, and later I myself, did the wash every week. On Monday we prepared the laundry, Tuesday was wash-day, Friday we ironed. In this way three days of the week were already taken up with plenty of work [. . .] Even after we started going out to work we had to help Mother with the wash. What a chore it was [. . .] Agnes A. remembers the "big wash" down to the smallest details. She particularly emphasizes the physical exertion involved in soaking, boiling, scrubbing, rinsing and starching the laundry by hand. The only aids were a washing vat on the coal stove, wooden tongs, a tin tub on a three-legged wooden stool, a washboard, a laundry brush and a wringing-machine. Most laundry was dried in a drying-room. Everything that had to dry particularly quickly, however, was hung up in the 322 Karen Hagemann kitchen, usually from lines pulled across the ceiling. When the laundry was dry, it was carefully laid out and stretched, sprinkled with water and then ironed with a flat-iron, another time-consuming procedure. Agnes A. reports that she and her mother could only afford electric irons in the 1930s. Many working women considered the "big wash" the most arduous part of housework.
Housecleaning also took up a good deal of time. The scale and sequence of cleaning chores in Agnes A.'s description of her mother's daily routine correspond to the norms propagated by popular (old and new) household advice manuals. Certainly Frieda H. and her daughter will not always -perhaps only rarely -have managed to live up to the internalized norms and standards in the way described by Agnes A. Even in the better-off working-class milieu, presumably not all housewives were so orderly and clean. Neither, however, do Agnes A. and her mother appear to have been an exception. Other women from the Social Democratic milieu whom I interviewed supported this account. All interviews refer to the fact that although the amount of cleaning was strongly shaped by milieu-specific norms and standards, these also had a material basis, which Agnes A. also emphasizes. In her account she seeks to make clear that many household chores that may appear superfluous today were necessary back then because the apartment was too small to air properly. Everything got dirtier much more quickly than it does today, with the overcrowding and coal heating. It makes a lot more dirt when you have five or six people living in a 60 sq. m. apartment, which was the case later when I and my son moved back in with my parents.
A closer look at everyday housework in the working-class milieu underlines this corrective to hasty judgements. The condition, furnishings and number of occupants of an apartment, as well as how, and how intensively, the apartment was used, significantly influenced the amount and kind of cleaning required.
The twice-yearly fall and spring "big cleaning", which was a must in "respectable" working-class households, was particularly timeconsuming. "Modern" household advice manuals recommended that housewives save time by restricting themselves to one big "spring cleaning".
42 "Good housewives" felt compelled to ignore this advice, however, as Agnes A. explains: Actually, I found the big fall cleaning, at least, superfluous. Once a year would have sufficed [. . .] The whole place was turned upside down during the big cleaning, which usually lasted an entire week. The men fled to the nearest bar. For us women it was an awful lot of work. But it was hard for us to escape the pressure. The women neighbors kept an eye on each other in our "terrace"
and everybody knew what you were doing, or not doing. If we hadn't done a big cleaning twice a year they would have viewed us as sluts. And we didn't want that, nobody did [. . .] For many women, a good "reputation" in their own women's network of relatives, friends and neighbors weighed more than all the sage advice of the proponents of household rationalization. This reputation, with which their status as "good housewives" stood and fell, was a decisive determinant of their position in, and with it, of the extent of support they could expect from the women's network, which played a crucial role in mastering the vicissitudes of everyday life. One's "reputation" as a "good housewife" depended not least upon apparently functionless ritualized symbolic actions such as the wearing of a particular apron for a particular occasion, or the yearly public show of the "big cleaning". All housework that was subject to a measure of public control was important here. One could tell a "good" housewife, among other things, by the "clean and tidy" clothing worn by family members when they went out, by the shining windows and freshly-washed curtains and by the "parlor" that was always ready to receive guests. Also important were those household chores that had to be performed for the whole building, such as the regular and thorough cleaning of the stairwells. By maintaining these norms and standards, a housewife demonstrated to her women's network that she was trustworthy and reliable. Through reciprocal social control, working women themselves thus saw to the dissemination of specific norms and standards of household management. Even among younger working-class women during the Weimar Republic, these norms and standards still corresponded much more to the old model of the "thrifty, clean and tidy" housewife than to the new model of the "rational and efficient housewife". It was mainly because of scarce economic resources, which repeatedly compelled housewives to depend not only on the traditional "regime of thrift", but also on mutual aid in the neighborhood women's social network, that the new ideas could not take root. For a "good housewife" it was, more than a "point of honor" to follow milieu-specific norms and standards, at least when performing publicly visible housework. 43 The social significance of the women's network made it necessary for their very existence. When women did their everyday housework according to the norms, they also won social recognition. The fulfillment of these norms enhanced the status of housework: it assured women that they were "good" housewives and not "sluts", and gained them the recognition of mothers and aunts, friends and neighbors. This recognition boosted their self-confidence and 324 Karen Hagemann helped them to bear the patriarchal ambivalence that so many workingclass men exhibited towards housework. Looking back, this is how Agnes A. describes this ambivalence:
A worker who didn't marry an efficient housewife was out of luck. And most workers recognized that. The men's ambition was to marry a capable woman, to have her at home. But they still wanted to be the boss. That led to a lot of quarrels [. . .] In order to maintain their position in the family, the men had to consider everything women did inferior, to keep their self-esteem low. What I could never understand is why these men really never appreciated housework even though they depended on it. What in the world would they have done without wives who did nothing but work?
All working women realized the importance of everyday housework, however denigrated by their male kin, for the family's way of life. As "good" housewives, they could at least count on the women's network to recognize the work they did.
Learning the norms and standards of housework Most working-class daughters learned the skills that went into making a "good housewife" primarily from their mothers. In most cases, they began to help in the household at an early age. Agnes A. recalls:
I acquired most of my knowledge of the work that needs to be done around the house from my mother, who had been a housemaid and a cook. My father, who received a strict, Prussian upbringing, was also a stickler for order, cleanliness and correctness. My parents had the attitude that their daughters couldn't begin learning about housework early enough, so they could get on in later life. We already had our own special chores when we were seven or eight years old. My sister had to help clean the kitchen every day. It was her job to wash the tile floor, and to keep the tiles and the brass fittings shiny. I had to help Mother clean the other rooms. It was my job to clean the floors and furniture and dust [. . .] On Sundays Father checked whether everything was shiny [. . .] These household chores always felt like a terrible burden to us. Our father was especially strict, though. As I recall, all our girlfriends from school had to help out at home at that age too.
As a child Agnes A. may have experienced helping with household chores as a burden, but when she became a mother herself she also made her children help out at home. In the Weimar period this appears to have been the rule in working-class families once the children had reached school age. Children most frequently began by running errands and doing the shopping. Later, these occasional chores were supplemented by regular ones, such as looking after younger siblings, cleaning the kitchen, drying the dishes and helping with the big wash. At first, not much difference appears to have been made between the sexes. As boys got older, though, they were expected to help less with the housework. Instead they found paid employment alongside school and contrib-uted to the family support in this way. Girls had more housework to do as they grew up. In general, children in working-class families were expected to help out more than those in the families of salaried employees or civil servants. Most working-class children seem to have regarded household chores as a necessary and natural duty, one they fulfilled in the knowledge that they were lightening the burdens of their overworked mothers. 44 By helping out at home, working-class girls did more than just learn the many tasks involved in housework and adopt their mothers' norms and standards. At the same time, they learned that housework was primarily "women's work" that male family members valued less than any kind of paid labor.
In the long run, the everyday norms and standards of housework were also influenced by years of systematic education and training on the part of the state, churches and middle-class associations that, since the mid-nineteenth century, had pursued the "hygienic civilizing" of working women.
45 Like many working-class women, Frieda H. and her daughters had largely internalized middle-class normative standards of hygiene and cleanliness and sought to live up to them in their own housework. The prerequisites for accepting these middle-class norms, and above all for putting them into practice, were time and money. In order to fulfill the demands made upon them, the living standards of a working-class family needed to be high enough so that the woman could devote a major portion of her labor power to housework.
Hence women from the better-off segments of the working class were the first to adopt middle-class norms and standards of household management. They were then followed by broader strata of women. In Hamburg, this development presumably received a substantial boost when compulsory home economics instruction was introduced into the elementary schools for girls in 1908. 46 The city-state of Hamburg was, after Baden, the second German state to introduce such classes alongside the long-established needlework courses for elementary school girls. Such instruction was not made obligatory on a national level until 1939; before that it was up to individual states, provinces and towns to introduce home economics. In the Weimar Republic it became customary in elementary schools everywhere. According to Hamburg's 1912 Karen Hagemann "Curriculum for Home Economics for Elementary School Girls", such instruction was intended to convey basic knowledge and housework skills. Girls were to be trained to be dutiful housewives capable of running their households with "thrift, order and cleanliness". Particular stress was laid on "economical household management"; the girls were supposed to learn how to manage on a shoestring budget. In Hamburg, girls in the last year of elementary school had four, and after 1926 three, hours a week of home economics instruction.
For the majority of elementary school girls, home economics training was intensified during the Weimar Republic by subsequent courses at the newly introduced girls' vocational schools, which they had to attend for eight hours a week. In 1919 further education had became compulsory on a national level both for all male and female domestic servants, unand semi-skilled workers and employees and unemployed girls between the ages of fourteen and seventeen. This instruction was based on the model of the "female dual role": pupils, largely from working-class families, were trained primarily for their future "main occupation of housewife and mother", and only secondarily for the phase of paid employment before marriage. This was reflected in the curriculum: aside from two hours of pre-vocational training the girls received instruction in home economics, needlework, health and hygiene, practical and theoretical aspects of childrearing, cultural studies, economics and social studies. The main objective of training at Hamburg's girls' vocational schools, as described in a book published in 1927 by the schools' teaching staff, was two-fold:
Apart from the simple practical training, which girls from all classes cannot be given at home, because their mothers either have not themselves had it, or cannot find the time for thorough instruction, [it also includes] investing the family with new meaning, by relating the work of the housewife and mother to our nation's deepest and most beautiful qualities of soul and mind. 47 In order to achieve this goal, vocational school pupils, and, since the introduction in 1926 of new guidelines for the Hamburg elementary schools, also elementary school girls, were to be trained in the spirit of the new ideas of household rationalization. Accordingly, the abovementioned book went on to say that:
The foundation of instruction (is) the work of the housewife as it has been passed down to women through tradition. Not [however] in the traditional sense of household management, which is satisfied with the simplest housework skills, possibly without any scientific basis or modern technology, but rather in the sense of consumer management, which uncovers the connections between the individual household and economic life more generally and makes the claims of the community through those of personal well-being and personal economic achievement.
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Instruction emphasized an introduction to "rational household management" on the one hand, and conveying new "scientific knowledge" about health and hygiene, particularly the care of babies and small children, household hygiene, and pedagogy on the other. "Cultural studies" was also considered particularly important, and was supposed to treat, among other things, issues of "home culture", family life and leisure activities. We can only speculate about the effects of this instruction, as the available sources are not explicit on this point. There are many reasons to believe, however, that reformed home economics instruction at the girls' elementary schools, but more particularly the training offered at the girls' vocational schools in the Weimar Republic played an important role in disseminating among girls and young women the "modern" model of a housewife who managed her work in a "rational" manner. Girls' acceptance of this model, like the impact on them of instruction in home economics, varied greatly according to the social milieu in which they grew up.
Agnes A., who belonged to one of the first groups of girls to participate in obligatory home economics classes at the Hamburg elementary schools, describes how this acceptance varied among girls of different backgrounds:
I can still remember home economics class very well [. . .] We both attended. We were especially proud of the white aprons we had to wear, with oven cloths on long ribbons. Many of the rules we were taught have remained with me [. . .] These rules of housework were really drummed into us so that we might never forget them. And it worked, too [. . .] I always liked home economics because I had brought the required love of order and system with me from home. Most of my fellow pupils thought it was stupid, though, because they regarded all the rules as superfluous. They also often came from working-class families with a lot of children where it was very hard to stick to these rules. They found them excessive because they had too much trouble getting by at home [. . .] How girls reacted to home economics instruction depended mainly upon their home situations. Relatively secure economic circumstances, such as those of the H. family, seem to have been an important prerequisite for accepting the norms conveyed in the classroom, which could be applied to the girls' own household. Pupils who saw, on the other hand, that the content of their home economics lessons had little bearing on their own home situation tended to reject or at least be sceptical of the subject.
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In the Weimar Republic, many working women, especially those from a better-off milieu, had internalized the traditional middle-class expectations of household management to the extent that they no longer questioned them. Thus the "old" goal of training girls to be "thrifty, clean and tidy" housewives was apparently successful in the long run. As Agnes A. reports, "All of these many tasks and steps became a matter of course. A good housewife did them without thinking twice. We learned it from our mothers, that's what they taught us in school. We knew it from our employers' households [. . .] These norms had become second nature to us [. . . ] " .
The limits of household rationalization
Even in the better-off urban working-class milieu of the Weimar Republic, the norms and standards of everyday housework appear to have owed more to the old middle-class model of the "thrifty, clean and tidy" housewife than to the new model of a rational, "up-to-date" manager-housewife. This was particularly true of the generation of working women who, like Frieda H., were already married during the Wilhelmine period, but presumably also for a large proportion of those who, like Agnes A., had started their families during the Weimar Republic. To be sure, working-class women were considered a chief target of the campaign for household rationalization. But even the intense Social Democratic propaganda on behalf of the "rationalized individual household" did not reach the mass of housewives. Agnes A. provides information on the possible causes:
We read about the rationalization of housework in the daily papers, in the [Hamburg] Echo. It was also discussed at SPD women's evenings. We also asked for things for our birthday, e.g. a girlfriend of mine gave me an oven-proof casserole of Jena glass. But we only asked for small household items. All the larger appliances were too expensive, we could only dream of them [. . .] Most of the time-saving suggestions that came from architects and engineers were valuable, to be sure, but usually didn't consider the reality of the mass of housewives enough [. . .] We didn't rearrange our apartments; once we had furnished our places, that was it.
The most important reason for the sceptical and reserved attitude of most working women was clearly that the recommendations for household rationalization generally bore little relevance to everyday life in their homes. This applied both to the "rationalization" of working methods in the household and modernization of home furnishings and to the many small and large labor-saving devices suggested for purchase. With their time at a premium, working-class women, whether employed outside the home or not, were compelled to manage their households rationally anyway. Because of their family's low and often fluctuating 330 Karen Hagemann life. Thus already in the 1920s many working-class women like Frieda H. and Agnes A. accepted as a matter of course the norms and standards being propagated as "up-to-date" in the fields of family planning and birth control, as well as infant nutrition and care.
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Everything points to the fact that the new model of the "rational" and efficient housewife, which was supposed to bridge class boundaries, met with a positive response only among a very small segment of working women during the Weimar Republic. These appear to have been mainly younger women from the better-off sections of the working class who were born after the turn of the century and married skilled workers. They belonged to the first generation of women who underwent intensive training to become "modern" housewives and mothers, training offered during the Weimar Republic not only by the elementary schools and girls' vocational schools, but also by schools of adult education, public health and social welfare institutions and home visitors. An important prerequisite for the acceptance of the new model of the housewife by these young working-class women was clearly the relatively prosperous living conditions of their newly-founded families. Their incomes were higher than those of many other working-class families, they usually had few children and often better housing. Apart from the families of salaried employees and civil servants, it was recently married, better-off working-class couples who benefited most from the achievements of public housing. Thus it was these couples who were the first within the working class to develop decidedly modern urban ways of consumption and living and a great willingness to "rationalize their everyday life".
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In the longer term -in the course of the 1930s but above all in the 1950s -with rising standards of living, such a "modern" urban way of consumption and living also spread to broader segments of the working class. It not only brought more household technology into working-class homes, but also helped to spread the new model of the housewife. As many recent studies have shown, neither change meant less labor for women, but merely a shift of emphasis in the work done by housewives and mothers. Viewed in retrospect, the demands made upon women's household and family work grew substantially in the course of this development. Now women were expected not merely to keep their homes "clean and tidy", but also to manage them "efficiently and economically" while devoting more attention to their new duties as mothers and wives and, in addition, working to create the proper "home culture". Along with responsibility for the physical and emotional well-being of all family members they were also entrusted with the responsibility of ensuring that the family remained a functional and stabilizing institution within society. , pp. 196-219. 53 See ibid., pp. 79-86 and 112; Hagemann, "Notjahr".
